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Year coding on right of branding :–

1 dot = 1990 , 95
2 dots = 1989 , 94
3 dots = 1988 , 93
4 dots = 1987 , 92
5 dots = 1986 , 91

Month coding on left of branding, first half of year with dash :–

1 dot = JUN , DEC
2 dots = MAY , NOV
3 dots = APR , OCT
4 dots = MAR , SEP
5 dots = FEB , AUG
6 dots = JAN , JUL

Cap branding :–

JAN to MAR = 01
APR to JUN = 02
JUL to SEP = 03
OCT to DEC = 04

Figure/Letter Method :–

0A = JAN90 0H = JUL90
0B = FEB90 0J = AUG90
0C = MAR90 0K = SEP90
0D = APR90 0L = OCT90
0E = MAY90 0M = NOV90
0F = JUN90 0N = DEC90
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